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VILA GALÉ – 4 STARS HOTELS 
 
Nep Snack | 18,00 € per Child 

 
Vila Galé Snack (30 min): mini sandwich (cheese & ham), mini hot dogs, mini berliner, 
jelly, chips, popcorn, Soda, Water, orange juice; 
 
Ativities (2h/2h30): facial paintings, balloon modeling and traditional games with 
experienced and well-suited entertainers; 
 
Nep party decoration: plates, cups, towels, cutlery, balloons, decorative Pieces; 
 
Digital invitation; 
 
 

Nep Super Snack | 20,00 € per Child 

 

 
If you opt for Nep super snack you will add mini meat croquettes, chocolate cake, fruit 
salad. 

 
 

 
Notes: 
- Value per child is subject to change for groups of less than 16 children; 
- If the number of children exceeds a certain limit - which depends on partner to partner, a second 
entertainer needs to be called – price and number of children on request; 
- Birthday parties available for ages between 3 to 12; 
 
 

 
4 stars hotels: 
Lisbon Coast: Vila Galé Ópera, Cascais, Estoril, Ericeira e Santa Cruz (Madeira); 
Alentejo: Vila Galé Elvas, Évora, Clube de Campo; 
Center of Portugal: Vila Galé Coimbra; 
Porto and North: Vila Galé Porto, Collection Braga, Collection Douro; 
Algarve: Vila Galé Lagos, Cerro Alagoa (Albufeira), Atlântico (Albufeira), Ampalius (Vilamoura), Tavira e 
Albacora (Tavira). 
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VILA GALÉ COLLECTION PALÁCIO DOS ARCOS  
 
Nep Snack | 20,00 € per Child 

 
Vila Galé Snack (30 min): mini sandwich (cheese & ham), mini hot dogs, mini berliner, 
jelly, chips, popcorn, Soda, Water, orange juice; 
 
Ativities (2h/2h30): facial paintings, balloon modeling and traditional games with 
experienced and well-suited entertainers; 
 
Nep party decoration: plates, cups, towels, cutlery, balloons, decorative Pieces; 
 
Digital invitation; 
 
 

Nep Super Snack | 22,50 € per Child 

 

 
If you opt for Nep super snack you will add mini meat croquettes, chocolate cake, fruit 
salad. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes: 
- Value per child is subject to change for groups of less than 16 children; 
- If the number of children exceeds a certain limit - which depends on partner to partner, a second 
entertainer needs to be called – price and number of children on request; 
- Birthday parties available for ages between 3 to 12; 
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VILA GALÉ SINTRA 

 
Nep Snack | 20,00 € per Child 

 
Vila Galé snack (30 min): mini Sandwich integral (cheese & ham), mini Pizzas (cheese & 
ham), vegetable chips, jelly, light chocolate mousse, mini muffins, soda, water and 
orange juice; 
 
Ativities (2h/2h30): facial paintings, balloon modeling and traditional games with 
experienced and well-suited entertainers; 
 
Nep party decoration: plates, cups, towels, cutlery, balloons, decorative Pieces; 
 
Digital invitation; 
 
 

Nep Super Snack | 22,50 € per Child 

 

 
If you opt for Nep super snack you will add mini spinach croquettes, fruit salad. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes: 
- Value per child is subject to change for groups of less than 16 children; 
- If the number of children exceeds a certain limit - which depends on partner to partner, a second 
entertainer needs to be called – price and number of children on request; 
- Birthday parties available for ages between 3 to 12; 
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